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M. Tracie Shea, Ph.D.
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Objective: Utilization of mental health
treatment was compared in patients with
personality disorders and patients with
major depressive disorder without personality disorder.
Method: Semistructured interviews were
used to assess diagnosis and treatment history of 664 patients in four representative
personality disorder groups—schizotypal,
borderline, avoidant, and obsessive-compulsive—and in a comparison group of patients with major depressive disorder.

derline personality disorder were also
more likely to have used antianxiety, antidepressant, and mood stabilizer medications, and those with borderline or schizotypal personality disorder had a greater
likelihood of having received antipsychotic medications. Patients with borderline personality disorder had received
greater amounts of treatment, except for
family/couples therapy and self-help, than
the depressed patients and patients with
other personality disorders.

Results: Patients with personality disorders had more extensive histories of
psychiatric outpatient, inpatient, and psychopharmacologic treatment than patients with major depressive disorder.
Compared to the depression group, patients with borderline personality disorder
were significantly more likely to have
received every type of psychosocial treatment except self-help groups, and patients
with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder reported greater utilization of individual psychotherapy. Patients with bor-

Conclusions: These results underscore
the importance of considering personality
disorders in diagnosis and treatment of
psychiatric patients. Borderline and schizotypal personality disorder are associated
with extensive use of mental health resources, and other, less severe personality
disorders may not be addressed sufficiently in treatment planning. More work
is needed to determine whether patients
with personality disorders are receiving adequate and appropriate mental health
treatments.
(Am J Psychiatry 2001; 158:295–302)

O

ngoing concern in the United States over the cost
and availability of mental health services has led to several
major epidemiologic studies addressing treatment utilization among patients with axis I mental disorders (1–3).
However, we know little empirically about the relationship
of axis II personality disorders to treatment utilization.
Personality disorders tend to be underdiagnosed in clinical settings (4–6), and their contributions to functional
impairment and treatment are underappreciated despite
the documented co-occurrence of personality disorders
with other disorders (both axis I and axis II) (7, 8) and the
negative effects of personality disorders on the treatment
and course of axis I disorders (9–14).
Given these circumstances, clinicians have increasingly
been challenged to develop treatment approaches that directly address personality disorder pathology. A growing
body of literature supports the notion that effective psychosocial treatments are available for many patients suffering from personality disorders (9, 10). Although it has
been established that patients with characterological
Am J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001

problems typically take much longer to improve than
those suffering from more acute axis I distress without
character pathology (15–19), there is a paucity of knowledge about psychosocial treatments provided or received
for patients with these axis II disorders.
As for psychiatric medications, there is some evidence
that depressed mood, anger, and impulsivity in certain patients with borderline personality disorder respond to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor antidepressants or
mood stabilizers (20, 21). Some success has also been
demonstrated for the use of antipsychotics for transient
psychotic states and impulsivity in patients with borderline personality disorder and schizotypal personality disorder (22). Improvement in excessive social inhibition
among patients with avoidant personality disorder was
noted in a study using phenelzine and fluoxetine (23).
It has been well established that patients with borderline personality disorder are often difficult to treat because
of the persistence and severity of their symptoms and
because of the negative effects of the pathology on the
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treatment relationship. Several studies (20, 24–26) have
examined treatment history patterns of patients with borderline personality disorder, and they have shown more
frequent psychiatric hospitalizations, greater use of outpatient psychotherapy, more visits to emergency rooms,
and worse implementation of treatment plans by hospital
and clinic staff, as compared to groups with other personality disorders or axis I diagnoses.
Previous research has focused mainly on severe character pathology (i.e., borderline personality disorder), with
few or no data on the comparative treatment utilization of
patients with different forms and severity of personality
disorders. Analyses have demonstrated significant differences in levels of adaptation and functioning among
various axis II diagnostic groups (27 and personal communication from A. Skodol, 1999). Not surprisingly, impairment was more severe for patients with schizotypal
personality disorder and those with borderline personality disorder than for patients with cluster C personality
disorders, such as obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, who showed the least amount of difficulty. Because
of such variations in functioning, we expected that treatment histories would differ between personality disorder
groups.
The purpose of the present study was to examine the
patterns of mental health treatment history among
patients meeting criteria for at least one of four representative personality disorders—schizotypal, borderline,
avoidant, and obsessive-compulsive—compared to patients with major depressive disorder without personality
disorder. We hypothesized that the personality disorder
groups would have greater past utilization of psychological/psychiatric treatments than the depressed comparison subjects. Previous findings regarding patients with
borderline personality disorder suggested that this group
would report more past psychiatric hospitalizations and
greater use of day treatment and medication than either
the group with avoidant personality disorder or the group
with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder. Because
schizotypal personality disorder is associated with severe
impairment, we expected this group would also have a
more extensive past psychiatric history than the groups
with avoidant and obsessive-compulsive personality
disorder.

Method
Subjects
Treatment-seeking patients aged 18 to 45 years were recruited
from clinical services affiliated with each of the four sites in the
Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study. Postings and media advertising were also used, targeting individuals
who were seeking, were receiving, or had a recent history of psychiatric treatment or psychological counseling. Patients may
have entered the study without any history of treatment, as they
may have been seeking treatment or in the assessment phase of
treatment when enrolled. Potential subjects were screened to
exclude patients with active psychosis, acute substance intoxi-
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cation or withdrawal, or a history of schizophrenia or of
schizoaffective or schizophreniform disorder. The subjects were
also screened for the possible presence of personality disorders
or major depressive disorder without personality disorder, and
subjects with positive screening findings were referred for complete diagnostic and treatment history assessment (see the following section). All eligible patients who began the assessment
signed written informed consent statements after the research
procedures had been fully explained.
The original study group comprised 668 patients, each assigned to one of five cells: schizotypal personality disorder (N=
86), borderline personality disorder (N=175), avoidant personality disorder (N=157), obsessive-compulsive personality disorder
(N=153), or major depressive disorder (with no personality disorder) (N=97). Four patients did not give complete information on
treatment history; thus, the analyses included 664 patients. The
study group was 75% white, 12% African American, 9% Hispanic,
and 2% Asian; 64% of the subjects were female, and their ages
were evenly distributed from 18 to 45 years. A more detailed description of the study group, including the overview and rationale
for the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study, is
available elsewhere (28).

Assessment
Treatment history was obtained at the baseline intake interview. The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders, Patient Edition (29), the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV
Personality Disorders (30), and the baseline version of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation Adapted for the Personality
Disorders Study (31) were among the assessments conducted. All
patients were interviewed by experienced master’s- or doctorallevel raters trained to adequate levels of diagnostic reliability (32)
by using live or videotaped interviews under the supervision of
trainers certified in use of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up
Evaluation and the senior author of the Diagnostic Interview for
DSM-IV Personality Disorders (M.C.Z.). The training for these two
instruments was conducted at Brown University and at McLean
Hospital, respectively.
The five diagnostic cells were determined by a priori criteria.
Diagnoses of schizotypal, borderline, avoidant, and obsessivecompulsive personality disorder made with the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders were confirmed by either the Schedule for Nonadaptive and Adaptive Personality (33)
or the Personality Assessment Form (34). For inclusion in the
comparison group with major depressive disorder, patients had
to meet fewer than 15 of the total criteria of the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders and could not fulfill the
features for any personality disorder diagnosis (i.e., had to be at
least two criteria below threshold). It should be noted that there
was considerable co-occurrence of axis I and axis II disorders
(7). Two or more axis II disorders were found for 65% of the
personality disorder patients, and 98% of the personality disorder patients met current or lifetime criteria for at least one axis I
disorder.
Data on treatment utilization were obtained from the section
on health care utilization in the Longitudinal Interval FollowUp Evaluation Adapted for the Personality Disorders Study. Patients were interviewed about past psychosocial treatments: individual, group, and family or couples therapy; self-help
groups; day treatment; psychiatric hospitalization; and halfway house residence. Estimates were obtained for the number
of months that included two or more sessions of each outpatient
treatment received during the patient’s lifetime and the total
number of weeks of inpatient, halfway house, and day treatment
received during the patient’s lifetime. Reports of current and
past psychiatric medications used were also obtained. In the
present analyses, medications were aggregated into five categoAm J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001
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TABLE 1. Likelihood of Ever Having Received Psychosocial Treatments or Medication for Overall Group of Patients With
Schizotypal, Borderline, Avoidant, or Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, Relative to Comparison Patients With
Major Depressive Disordera
Patients’ Lifetime History
of Treatment
Personality
Disorders
(N=567)
Type of Treatment
Individual psychotherapy
Group psychotherapy
Family or couples psychotherapy
Self-help group
Day treatment
Psychiatric hospitalization
Halfway house
Any psychotherapy (individual, group, family/couples)
Any inpatient treatment (hospital or halfway house)
Any medication
a

N
529
223
192
175
126
260
80
547
274
460

%
93
39
34
31
22
46
14
96
48
81

Major
Depressive
Disorder (N=97)
N
80
27
25
26
15
31
7
82
32
62

%
82
28
26
27
15
32
7
85
33
64

Likelihood for
Personality Disorders
Relative to Depression
Analysis

χ2 (df=1)
11.67
4.56
2.46
0.61
2.22
6.36
3.46
23.76
7.67
14.01

p
0.001
0.04
0.13
0.44
0.14
0.02
0.07
0.001
0.006
0.001

Odds 95% Confidence
Ratio
Interval
2.81
1.52–5.19
1.67
1.04–2.69
1.48
0.90–2.40
1.21
0.74–1.96
1.56
0.87–2.80
1.79
1.13–2.83
2.11
0.95–4.72
5.00
2.46–10.16
1.72
1.10–2.69
2.45
1.54–3.90

A small number of subjects reported no history of treatment. They entered the study while seeking or being assessed for treatment.

ries: antianxiety, hypnotic, mood stabilizer, antipsychotic, and
antidepressant.

Data Analysis
We report the percentages and likelihood of patients having
received the various psychosocial treatments and psychotropic
medications during their lifetimes. General linear models from
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used to compare the
amounts of psychosocial treatment received across the groups.
Differences among groups in the distribution of gender, age, race,
and number of current and past comorbid axis I disorders have
been reported elsewhere (7, 28).
In order to describe the unique contribution of personality
disorder pathology to treatment utilization, we used logistic regression analyses. Race, gender, age, and number of lifetime axis
I disorders were found to vary by cell assignment and to independently predict treatment utilization, and thus they were controlled for in the analyses. Because comorbid axis I pathology
might be a characteristic of some or all of the personality disorders, we performed logistic regressions in two ways: controlling
for axis I disorders (in addition to demographic variables) and
not controlling for axis I disorders. Variables (cell assignment,
demographic characteristics, axis I disorders) whose 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the odds ratios excluded 1.0 were retained. Each personality disorder cell, as well as the personality
disorder cells combined, was compared to the depression comparison group in the examination of the likelihood of treatment
received. Goodness-of-fit for the models was assessed by using
Hosmer and Lemeshow’s C statistic (35). This was calculated by
grouping cases according to deciles of the predicted probabilities and then comparing the expected number of events in each
group with the number observed. The statistic is well approximated by the chi-square distribution with eight degrees of freedom. All analyses were conducted by using SAS version 6.12 (36).

Results
Likelihood of Treatment: Combined Personality
Disorders Versus Depression
We found differences across study groups regarding
the likelihood of having received the various forms of
psychosocial treatment or psychotropic medication. The
first analysis compared all personality disorder groups
combined to the depression comparison group (Table 1).
Am J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001

Outpatient psychotherapy (individual, group, or family/
couples treatment) had been received by 96% of the personality disorder patients at some point in their lives,
compared to 85% of the depressed comparison patients.
Psychotropic medications had been received by 81% of
the personality disorder patients in their lifetimes, compared to 64% of the comparison patients. When we examined specific types of psychosocial treatment, we
found that significantly more personality disorder patients than depressed patients had received individual
and group psychotherapy or had had psychiatric hospitalizations. There were no differences between the
personality disorder and depression groups in utilization
of family/couples therapy, self-help groups, or day
treatment.

Likelihood of Treatment: Individual Personality
Disorders Versus Depression
In the first set of logistic regression analyses, demographic variables (race, gender, and age) and number of
lifetime axis I disorders were controlled. The individual diagnostic groups differed in the number of patients who
had received most forms of psychosocial treatment (Table
2). Except for participation in self-help groups, the patients with borderline personality disorder had a greater
likelihood of having received each mode of psychosocial
treatment (i.e., individual, group, and family/couples
therapy, day treatment, psychiatric hospitalization, and
halfway house residence) than the patients with major depressive disorder. The significant odds ratios ranged from
1.89 (family/couples therapy) to 4.95 (hospitalization).
The only other significant difference was the finding that
patients with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder
were nearly three times as likely as depressed patients to
have received individual psychotherapy.
Logistic regression analyses controlling for demographic variables alone yielded a pattern of findings similar to but stronger than those of the analyses controlling
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TABLE 2. Likelihood of Ever Having Received Psychosocial or Inpatient Treatments for Patients With Schizotypal, Borderline, Avoidant, or Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, Relative to Comparison Patients With Major Depressive Disorder and With Controls for Demographic Variablesa and Axis I Disorders
Patients’ Lifetime History of Treatment

Type of Treatment
Individual
psychotherapy
Group psychotherapy
Family or couples
psychotherapy
Self-help group
Day treatment
Psychiatric
hospitalization
Halfway house
a

Frequency for
Major Depressive
Disorder
(%) (N=97)

Schizotypal Personality Disorder (N=85)

Borderline Personality Disorder (N=173)

Likelihood Relative to Depression

Frequency
Odds Ratio
(%)

95% CI

Likelihood Relative to Depression
Frequency
(%)
Odds Ratio
95% CI

82
28

92
41

2.65
1.56

0.99–7.09
0.81–2.99

95
56

4.66***
2.74***

1.82–11.97
1.55–4.84

26
27
15

26
32
24

0.99
0.88
1.43

0.50–1.98
0.44–1.76
0.66–3.09

42
41
37

1.89*
1.50
2.84*

1.07–3.36
0.83–2.71
1.46–5.52

32
7

51
20

1.68
2.45

0.89–3.14
0.93–6.45

72
24

4.95***
3.74**

2.79–8.77
1.54–9.07

*p<0.05.

Race, age, and gender.

**p<0.01.

***p<0.001.

TABLE 3. Likelihood of Ever Having Received Psychotropic Medications for Patients With Schizotypal, Borderline, Avoidant,
or Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder, Relative to Comparison Patients With Major Depressive Disorder and With
Controls for Demographic Variablesa and Axis I Disorders
Patients’ Lifetime History of Medication Use

Type of
Medication
Antianxiety
Hypnotic
Mood stabilizer
Antipsychotic
Antidepressant
a

Frequency for
Major Depressive
Disorder
(%) (N=97)
27
6
10
4
60

Race, age, and gender.

Schizotypal Personality Disorder (N=85)
Likelihood Relative to Depression

Frequency
Odds Ratio
(%)
22
1.78
4
0.70
12
2.04
10
7.25***
52
1.36
*p<0.05.

95% CI
0.91–3.46
0.18–2.66
0.89–4.71
2.34–22.19
0.70–2.61
**p<0.01.

for demographic variables and comorbid axis I disorders.
Patients with borderline personality disorder had a greater
likelihood of having received each mode of psychosocial
treatment than the patients with major depressive disorder. The odds ratios ranged from 2.14 (family or couples
therapy) (95% CI=1.23–3.71) to 6.19 (hospitalization) (95%
CI=3.56–10.77). Patients with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder were three times as likely as the comparison patients to have had individual psychotherapy (odds
ratio=3.01, 95% CI=1.34–7.00). In addition, patients with
schizotypal personality disorder were more likely to have
had individual psychotherapy (odds ratio=2.79, 95% CI=
1.07–7.28), psychiatric hospitalization (odds ratio=2.03,
95% CI=1.10–3.75), and halfway house treatment (odds ratio=2.93, 95% CI=1.14–9.45).
Logistic regression analyses for medication received
across the patient’s lifetime indicated that patients with
borderline personality disorder were more likely to have
received all classes of drugs, except for hypnotics, than
were patients with major depressive disorder (Table 3).
The patients with borderline personality were twice as
likely to have received antianxiety medications, over six
times as likely to have received mood stabilizers, over 10
times as likely to have used antipsychotics, and twice as
likely to have taken antidepressants. Patients with schizotypal personality disorder were over seven times as likely
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Borderline Personality Disorder (N=173)
Likelihood Relative to Depression
Frequency
(%)
Odds Ratio
95% CI
35
2.23**
1.23–4.01
6
1.54
0.56–4.31
27
6.22***
2.97–12.93
10
10.47†
3.56–30.56
61
2.10*
1.16–3.78
***p<0.001.

†p<0.0001.

as depressed patients to have received antipsychotics over
the course of their lives.
Controlling only for demographic variables, we also
found that patients with borderline personality disorder
were more likely than the depressed comparison patients
to have received an antianxiety agent (odds ratio=3.09,
95% CI=1.75–5.42), mood stabilizer (odds ratio=7.59, 95%
CI=3.71–15.48), antipsychotic (odds ratio=12.05, 95% CI=
4.14–36.46), or antidepressant (odds ratio=3.03, 95% CI=
1.69–5.31). Patients with schizotypal personality disorder
were more likely to have received antipsychotics (odds ratio=8.12, 95% CI=2.64–24.78), antianxiety medications
(odds ratio=2.33, 95% CI=1.21–4.44), and mood stabilizers
(odds ratio=2.43, 95% CI=1.07–5.47). Finally, patients with
avoidant personality disorder were slightly more likely
than depressed patients to have taken antidepressants
(odds ratio=1.94, 95% CI=1.11–3.35) and antipsychotics
(odds ratio=3.22, 95% CI=1.06–9.78).

Amount of Psychosocial Treatment Received
The lifetime amounts of treatment received are found in
Table 4. We report results from logistic regression analyses
controlling for demographic variables and axis I disorders.
Unadjusted means are presented. Differences between
groups were evident in the amount of treatment received
for most of the psychosocial treatments. The most consisAm J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001
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Patients’ Lifetime History of Treatment (continued)
Avoidant Personality Disorder (N=156)

Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder (N=153)

Likelihood Relative to Depression

Likelihood Relative to Depression

Frequency (%)

Odds Ratio

95% CI

Frequency (%)

Odds Ratio

95% CI

93
32

1.82
1.09

0.83–3.98
0.61–1.95

94
26

2.96**
0.88

1.27–6.90
0.49–1.59

26
22
17

0.91
0.58
0.99

0.51–1.65
0.31–1.08
0.49–2.00

36
27
9

1.57
0.91
0.51

0.89–2.78
0.50–1.66
0.23–1.12

36
7

1.05
0.85

0.60–1.84
0.31–2.33

23
6

0.57
0.83

0.32–1.03
0.30–2.28

Patients’ Lifetime History of Medication Use (continued)
Avoidant Personality Disorder (N=156)
Likelihood Relative to Depression
Frequency (%)
20
2
7
5
57

Odds Ratio
0.96
0.38
1.30
2.94
1.55

95% CI
0.53–1.73
0.10–1.40
0.60–2.83
0.96–9.03
0.88–2.73

tent results were found for patients with borderline personality disorder, who had received significantly more
treatment in all forms than the depression comparison
group and the other personality disorder groups, with the
exception of family/couples therapy and self-help. We also
found differences for individual psychotherapy between
schizotypal personality disorder and depression, for group
psychotherapy between avoidant personality disorder and
depression, and for psychiatric hospitalization and halfway house residence between schizotypal personality
disorder and patients with avoidant personality disorder,
obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, and major depressive disorder.

Discussion
The results of this study show that patients with personality disorders have more extensive histories of psychiatric outpatient, inpatient, and psychopharmacologic
treatment than do comparison patients with major depressive disorder. The patients with borderline personality disorder had a significantly greater chance of receiving
every type of psychosocial treatment except self-help
groups and were more likely to have used most classes of
medications than were patients with major depressive
disorder. The patients with borderline personality disorAm J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001

Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder (N=153)
Likelihood Relative to Depression
Frequency (%)
14
3
2
<1
44

Odds Ratio
1.00
0.63
0.61
1.89
1.00

95% CI
0.55–1.82
0.19–2.02
0.26–1.45
0.59–6.05
0.59–1.73

der had also received greater amounts of most psychosocial treatments than the comparison group and the other
personality disorder groups. The patients with schizotypal personality disorder had a higher likelihood of having received antipsychotic medications than did the depressed patients, and they had had more psychiatric
hospitalizations and halfway house stays than those with
avoidant personality disorder, obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, and major depressive disorder. A higher
proportion of patients with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder reported a history of individual psychotherapy than did the depressed patients, and the patients
with avoidant personality disorder had a larger amount of
group therapy experience than the comparison group.
Thus, it appears that patients with certain types of personality disorders seek treatments more often than those
with major depressive disorder or other personality disorders and, in seeking treatments, also receive more of
them.
These findings support our hypothesis that many patients with personality disorder pathology have more
complicated and impairing symptoms and more enduring
distress and disability, leading to more contact with the
mental health system, than do psychiatric patients without personality disorders. In addition, axis I comorbidity is
a significant factor contributing to the high proportions of
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TABLE 4. Lifetime Amount of Psychosocial Treatments Received by Patients With Schizotypal, Borderline, Avoidant, or Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder and by Comparison Patients With Major Depressive Disorder, With Controls for
Demographic Variables and Axis I Disordersa
Patients’ Lifetime Amount of Treatment

Type of Treatment
Individual psychotherapy (months)b
Group psychotherapy (months)c
Family or couples psychotherapy (months)
Self-help group (months)
Day treatment (weeks)d
Psychiatric hospitalization (weeks)e
Halfway house (weeks)f

Schizotypal
Personality
Disorder (S)
(N=85)

Borderline
Personality
Disorder (B)
(N=173)

Avoidant
Personality
Disorder (A)
(N=156)

ObsessiveCompulsive
Personality
Disorder (O)
(N=153)

Major
Depressive
Disorder (D)
(N=97)

Mean
43.7
5.3
1.7
8.9
8.6
8.9
11.3

Mean
50.6
8.0
2.9
13.1
11.4
14.3
8.6

Mean
31.7
7.2
2.0
8.3
4.4
3.6
2.3

Mean
34.5
3.7
2.5
7.4
1.0
2.1
4.0

Mean
26.5
2.1
2.5
6.6
1.8
2.4
1.8

SD
54.1
13.5
4.4
23.5
38.8
21.9
39.5

SD
57.6
17.9
7.4
34.3
37.1
35.9
27.3

SD
39.0
19.1
6.7
25.0
31.3
9.4
15.5

SD
43.4
13.2
6.2
22.1
5.5
9.0
23.8

SD
46.4
6.0
7.6
17.7
10.8
11.3
7.6

Significant
Pairwise
Differences
B>O,A,D; S>D
B>O,D; A>D
B>O,D
B>S,A,O,D; S>A,O,D
S>O,A,D; B>D

a

Unadjusted mean values are reported. Group comparisons were made after the effects of race, age, gender, and number of current and past
axis I disorders were controlled for. There was no difference in the pattern of findings (or pairwise comparisons) between analyses controlling
for axis I disorders, age, race, and gender and those controlling for age, race, and gender only.
b Significant difference among groups (F=5.05, df=20, p<0.001).
c Significant difference among groups (F=2.84, df=20, p<0.01).
d Significant difference among groups (F=1.51, df=20, p<0.01).
e Significant difference among groups (F=3.71, df=20, p<0.001).
f Significant difference among groups (F=2.53, df=20, p<0.01).

patients with personality disorders who receive treatment
and the greater amounts of treatment utilized. However,
the fact that a number of these relationships largely do not
change when axis I pathology is statistically held constant
suggests that axis II disorders contribute to patient treatment seeking above and beyond the often comorbid presenting axis I problems.
Prior findings regarding utilization of treatment for borderline personality disorder were confirmed as well. The
patients with borderline personality disorder used virtually every mode of psychosocial treatment more often and
in greater amounts than the other groups. This finding is
consistent with earlier reports of more frequent psychiatric hospitalizations and extensive, but sometimes erratic,
use of outpatient mental health services (24–26, 37). The
nature, severity, and varying phenomenology of the borderline personality disorder diagnosis continue to pose
significant challenges to treating clinicians.
The current study has several limitations. First, the
treatment data were obtained directly from patients, as
opposed to examination of actual treatment records.
While patients may vary in the accuracy of their reporting,
our approach has been the standard method in prior studies (1–3). Another limitation may be that a history of seeking treatment was one major prerequisite for study participation. This could have implications for groups that are
more averse to treatment or interpersonal interaction,
such as individuals with schizotypal personality disorder,
who under ordinary circumstances might be expected to
seek treatment less frequently than our research subjects.
In addition, the ethnic and gender composition of the
study group may not be representative of the entire segment of the population who would meet the criteria for
the target personality disorders. However, our study de-
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sign was intended to yield findings meaningful within a
clinical context.
An additional point regarding persons with schizotypal
personality disorder is that 29% of those in our study also
met the criteria for borderline personality disorder (7).
Post hoc analyses removing patients with comorbid
schizotypal and borderline personality disorder showed
that those with schizotypal but not borderline personality
disorder were no more likely than the patients with major
depression to have received individual psychotherapy.
This is consistent with what would be expected for individuals with more prototypical schizotypal personality
disorder, and it helps to explain the greater use of individual psychotherapy by a certain portion of our subjects
with schizotypal personality disorder.
The results of our study underscore the importance of
considering personality disorder pathology in the diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric patients. Certain personality disorders, such as borderline and schizotypal personality disorders, are related to more extensive use of
mental health resources. On the other hand, the fact that
patients with avoidant personality disorder are no more
likely to receive treatment than are patients with major
depressive disorder might suggest that no special consideration is being given to avoidant personality disorder
psychopathology in treatment planning. While it is apparent that there is an additional public health burden
associated with certain personality disorders, we do not
yet have evidence that these patients are receiving adequate or appropriate treatment. Although patients with
borderline personality disorder and schizotypal personality disorder have the most extensive treatment histories
and a relatively high incidence of psychiatric hospitalizations, these same individuals continue to function at
Am J Psychiatry 158:2, February 2001
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lower levels than patients with other personality disorders and those with no personality disorder (27). These
trends continue in spite of increasing evidence (15, 38, 39)
that the mental health system often fails to recognize the
cost-effectiveness of appropriate psychotherapy for
sicker patients, relying too heavily on more resource-intensive inpatient treatments. As we follow this patient
group over time, the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study will continue to explore the relationship of treatment patterns to course and stability of axis II
psychopathology.
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